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Talk Outline:

 Multi hits in the Scintillators.

 ADC pedestal determinations.

 Thresholds.

 TDC alignment.

 Time walk correction.

 Position Calibration. 

 TOF calibration (elastic protons),

 Neutron detection algorithm.

 Neutron detection efficiency determination.

 TOF resolution (Deuterium X>1).

 Absolute timing determination.

 Two body process. 

 Production.



  

 Multi hits in the Scintillators

1877 TDCs – General characteristics

 Common stop TDCs 

 500 psec resolution

 Readout window of 1.5 usec

 Multi hit capability: 20 nsec between adjacent peaks.

 Recorded 6 multiple hits per event.



  

 Multi hits in the Scintillators

We need to take the appropriate hit out of all possible combinations.

Basic demand: Coincidence between Left and Right PMTs 

Using run # 1314 (elastic protons)

Plane 1

Two types of bars: 

 Noisy Bars (8 total)

 Regular 

Black: Left Side
Red: Right Side



  

TOF distribution of one regular PMT 
(from plane 1,  run #1314, elastic)

TOF distribution when #hits = 2

Normal BarNoisy Bar

Black: first hit,       Red: Second hit

How multihit event looks like?



  

Hits selection algorithm:

 Coincidence between Left and Right PMTs

 Lower the TDC window from 1.5 usec to 0.5 usec (around the TOF 

peak)

 Chose the hit combination inside the ± 150 cm position range

 For regular bar take ONLY cases with one legitimate hit. For noisy 

ones, events with two or less hits and take the first hit in time. 

After application of this algorithm:

Chosen TDC range 
(marked with arrows)



  

Pedestal Alignment 

ADC pedestals, before the correction 
(all left side PMTs from plane 4)

ADC pedestals, after the correction 
(all left side PMTs from plane 4)



  

Thresholds

Energy deposit of elastic protons

Energy deposit of 1 GeV/c protons (assumption 5 MeVee – channel 300)

Conversion formula from MeV to MeVee



  

Calculation of threshold level

ADC distribution without TDC cut 
divided by ADC distribution with 
TDC cut



  

Run # 1314 – Elastic Protons
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Run #1431 – Run from deuteron efficiency, 300 MeV/c point. (After we lowered the 
threshold for layers 6,5,4,3 and part of 2) 
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 TDC alignment

HAND library require TDC offsets for each PMT:
           These offsets are arbitrary, they come in     
           addition to offsets for TOF and Position. 

These offset are “required” for easier calibration



  

Time walk correction

The aim of the time walk correction is to correct the TDC times caused by 
different signal heights.  

The expected dependency of the time walk 
correction:

T
O

F
 [ns]

The presented 
measurement done in 
Hall B, using laser.

The measurement was 
performed using the 
common start



  

Time walk correction

For Time walk correction I used following runs:
3299, 3300, 3319, 3320, 3321, 3322, 3323, 3325.

 Only one hit in PMT

 TDC inside the gate

 Cut on the center of the bar

Requirements 

TDC gate in order to have valid ADC

TDC – 0.5*( Left TDC + Right TDC)_reference bar      vs    ADC

The reference bar is the scintillator 
that located in front of examined bar.



  

TDC vs ADC before and after the time walk correction

Still needed replay over large number of runs to improve the correction constants.



  

Time walk correction

After the time walk algorithm implementation we see 
improvement in TOF resolution:

Sigma = 1.2 [ns] Sigma = 0.6 [ns]



  

 Position Calibration 

The bar width:  ±50 cm

The HAND library demand 2 constants for the position: scale and offset.

Raw Position for single bar



  

Position calibration approaches

1. Fit the data to rectangular function

2. Adjust the data to theoretical distribution based on chi2 test 

The first approached didn't worked because the edges off 
the distribution are not very well defined.

Theoretical position distribution 
created by generating uniform 
distribution between ±50 and 
smearing each point with 
Gaussian with sigma of 10 cm



  

Position

Example for plane # 4

Black: Data
Red  : Theoretical 
position distribution with 
same number of events



  

Position

The position distribution for noisy bars:



  

 TOF calibration (elastic protons)

HAND library require two parameters for the TOF.
1) offset for each bar.
2) Scale – conversion from TDC channels to ns. For 1877 TDCs  scale = 0.5

Settings:

LHRS  e = 2.258 GeV        theta = 27.5 deg
HAND p = 1.02 GeV/c theta = 50 deg   distance 15 m from target
Target:   LH

2

PROBLEM:   Information from left HRS 
is corrupted! No correlation between the 
TDC value and the event.

REASON:        after the change of TDCs 
from 1875 to 1877 the  coda read the 
data as common start, but the 1877 
working in common stop.

Red: ADC with TDC cut  Black: ADC with no TDC cut



  

In the elastic scattering we have 
correlation between the position of 
electrons in HRS to the proton 
momentum in to HAND.

Find the way to lock on a specific area in the LHRS

The only reliable information in LHRS is coming from VDCs

Protons TOFProtons TOF

TOF for all bar BEFORE the alignment 



  

Cut that lock specific location

TOF for single bar

TOF for ALL bars 
AFTER the alignment 

Sigma = 0.61 ns

Sigma = 0.68 ns

Protons TOF 



  

 Neutron detection algorithm.

  Blocking bars: Geometry and time (± 10 ns).

  Neutron track is pointing to the target.

 TOF of the particle defined to be the TOF in the first bar in track.

 The energy deposit of the particle is the sum off energy deposit in all bars in track.

  Track with 2 and less consecutive bars.

  Track with more than 2 hits IF there are gaps that more than 2 layers.

  Adjacent bars in the same plane and same time considered as one bar.

In the previous SRC experiment E01 – 015 the neutron detection algorithm:

→ Neutron defined as hit with no hits in the blocking bar (geometry and time)

We modified the algorithm in the following way:



  

Blocking bars: Geometry

Event viewer created: Green bar: examined bar 
Red bar : blocking bar

The central red line is representing the center of HAND (target).
Two rays from green bar are pointing toward the target (point target assumption)



  

examples 



  

Neutron momentum reconstruction

Neutron momentum reconstructed based on the TOF information.

Neutron TOF with LD2 target
Reconstructed neutron momentum 
vs Pmiss with LD2 target

The momentum resolution ~ 12 MeV/c
TOF resolution ~ 2.2 nsPreliminary 



  

 Neutron detection efficiency determination.

We had two setups for 
efficiency measurements:

 Pmiss ~ 300 MeV/c

 Pmiss ~ 450 MeV/c

Target: LD2
The measurement performed in X<1 
kinematics with electrons in RHRS.

Efficiency is determined by comparing the 
number of (e,e'p) events to (e,e'pn) events.

In order to define valid (e,e'p) event following 
cuts are used:

 Missing energy 

 Missing mass

 Coincidence cut (e,e'p)

 Spatial direction of Pmiss

 Nominal HRSs cuts



  

Pmiss ~ 300 MeV/c

 Neutron detection efficiency determination.

Divided into 3 bins:



  

Counting the number of (e,e'pn) was 
done in 3 ways:

1)  Reconstruct the neutron track based on HRSs and 

check if we have a neutron in correct place and in 

correct time.

2)  Count the number of neutron in the TOF peak  

that pass the global cuts. Count only one neutron 

under the peak.

3)  Count the total number of neutrons that pass 

global cuts and are inside the TOF window. 

How we count the neutrons



  

In track but not in time.
L3N1 and L6N10 in time but not in track

“good” event



  

Pmiss ~ 450 MeV/c

1) 0.38 – 0.42 GeV/c

2) 0.42 – 0.44 GeV/c

3) 0.44 – 0.48 GeV/c

Similar to low Pmiss, the data 
was divided into 3 bins.

During the previous SRC experiment the high 
pmiss point was measured with X>1 that led 
to low statistics



  

Summarizing the results for two approaches

Difference between techniques



  

HAND resolution 

After the alignment of the different scintillators in the LHRS 
(HRSs issues would be discussed elsewhere) the HAND 
resolution is: Sigma  = 1.83 ns

In E01 – 015 experiment 
the resolution was similar 
~ 1.8 ns

X<1 kinematics
For 500 MeV/c neutrons:

Sigma ~ 20 MeV/c



  

Absolute Time calibration

Before the production we perform measurement with low Q2 on LD2 target X>1 
(with pmiss ~ 500 MeV/c)

This exclusive measurement was done just before the 
production and allowed us do determine the absolute 
time in HAND.

Kinematics:

Beam:         4.46 GeV
Left HRS  :  p = 3.95 GeV (electrons) theta = 16 deg
Right HRS:  p = 0.952 GeV/c              theta = 42.5 deg
HAND:                                                 theta = 97 deg 

TOF is corrected to:
proton momentum and path length

       electron path length
       neutron path length



  

Correction using the s1 plane of LHRS

Correction using the s2m plane of LHRS

Sigma = 1.84 ns



  

The peak for Deuterium target at X>1

Absolute timing

Efficiency = 27%



  

Two body process 



  

Production

(e,e'p) for first setup. Pmiss ~ 500 MeV/c



  

Production Peak

Neutron TOF [ns]

E01 – 015 experiment

Cuts:

1) Nominal HRSs cuts
2) Coincidence time
3) Missing energy
4) X Bjorken 
5) vertex



  



  



  

Summary

HV stability check during the experiment:
1) using the start/end of run scripts
2) recoil neutrons, T3 events

Double check the Time walk correction using larger 
sample of runs

Neutron detection efficiency:
1) Time window for blocking bars
2) Number of bar in track that define neutron

Neutron detection efficiency:
1) add third technique for high pmiss
2) compare the production results with 2 different efficiency algorithms  

HRS optics



  

HRSs issues

* Which HRS carry the time?

* Which plane carry the time?

* Coincidence time calibration issue.



  

Which PTM is carrying the time?

Data set from high pmiss efficiency point.

Time should be carried by RHRS - electrons

s1

s2m

s1

s2m

RHRS

LHRS

Coincidence trigger with only 8 
PMTs are greater than zero.



  

What happens when I look on T1 trigger?

s1

s2m

s0

Requirement that we have only T1
(DBB.evtypebits==2) and only 6 PMTs



  

How it's looks like during the production

s1

s2m

s1

s2m

RHRS

LHRS



  

Additional issue with the stop signal.

Recorded electronic trigger that carry the time should be self timed.

Why we see 3 peaks?

The way to collapse all peaks into one → give to each combination of s1 and s2m different 
constant.



  

Alignment of the TDCs for HRSs done by alignment of 
TOF between s1 and s2m.

Calibration was done with electrons (RHRS x<1, LHRS x>1 data sets)

RHRS:

Beta



  

LHRS:

Beta



  

In addition to TOF we need find the constants for position offsets

Example for RHRS

After 
alignment

Before 
alignment

Bar number vs position (in channels) 



  

Coincidence time

The best resolution that I got for the 
coincidence time based on (electronic time)

Correction using the proton 
momentum and path length and 
electron path length.

Sigma = 1.27 ns

Sigma = 0.72 ns

(For the efficiency run)
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